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By letter of 24 March 1975, the Council of the European Communities 
requested the European Parliament to deliver an opinion on the communica-
tion from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council con-
taining initial proposals for priority projects in data processing. 
Parliament referred this communication to the Committee on Economic 
and Monetary Affairs as the committee responsible and to the Committee on 
Budgets, the Legal Affairs Committee, the Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport, the committee on Public Health and the Environment and the 
Committee on Agriculture for their opinions. 
On 25 April 1975, the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
appointed Mr Couste rapporteur. 
It considered the communication at its meetings of 5 and 6 June and 14 
and 15 July 1975. 
At its meetingsof 14 and 15 July 1975, the committee unanimously 
adopted the motion for a resolution. 
Present: Mr Leenhardt, chairman; Sir Brandon Rhys Williams, vice-
chairman; Mr Couste, rapporteur; Mr Artzinger, Mr Corterier (deputizing 
for Sir Patrick Gordon-Walker), Mr de Broglie, Mr Delmotte, Mr Hougardy, 
Mr Lange, Mr Leonardi, Mr Normanton, Mr Prescott, Mr Schworer, Mr Schwabe 
(deputizing for.Mr van der Hek), Mr Starke and Mr Suck. 
The opinions of the above committees are attached. 
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A 
'rhe Commit tee on Economic and Monetary Affairs hereby ~ubmi ts to the 
European Parliament the following motion for a resolution, together with 
explanatory statement: 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
embodying the opinion of the European Parliament on the Communication from 
the Commission of the European Communities to the Council contaning initial 
proposals for priority projects in data-processing 
The European Parlimnent, 
- having regard to the Council Resolution of 15 July 1974 on a Community 
1 . d . 1 po 1cy on ata process1ng ; 
-having regard to the Communication from the Commission of the EuiDpean 
communities to the Council2 ; 
- having been consulted by the Council (Doc. 21/75) ; 
- having regard to the report by the Committee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs (Doc.l99/75); 
1.- Regrets the lack of precision in the financial estimates on these 
projects, which prevents an exact assessment of their budgetary 
implications; 
- Insists, moreover, that the proposals based on Article 235 of the 
Treaty should state that the expenditure arising from them is non-
compulsory in nature; 
- Expressly declares that the European Parliament cannot in future 
decide on the content of proposals from the Commission to the Council 
unless they contain clear and verifiable data on their budgetary and 
financial implications; 
2. Approves the Commission's proposed choice of five projects in the 
field of applications of data-processing which are the first specific 
practical measures to be taken with a view to establishing Community 
data-processing policy; 
3. Points out, with regard to the management and implementation of these 
projects, that the European Parliament has considered it desirable 
for theCommunity to conclude cooperation agreements with non-dominant 
undertakings outside Europe in view of the weakness of the European 
data-processing industry; 
4. Requests the Commission to present as soon as possible other projects 
in the field of industrial applications concerning particularly 
computer-aided design. 
1
oJ No C 86, 20.7.1974, p.l 
2
oJ No C 99, 2.5.1975, p.lO 
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5. Considers that, if it is to be more than wishful thinking, the aim of 
ensuring a fully viable and competitive European-based data-processing 
industry by the early 1980's calls for extensive means and for 
resolute determinationi 
6. Earnestly hopes in this connection that the Commission will accelerate 
its work on the definition of norms and standards and public procure-
ment policy and generally consider all the measures needed to ensure 
implementation of the systematic Community programme to promote the 
European data-processing industry recommended by the Council in its 
Resolution of 15 July l974i 
7. Points out, that, if they are to be viable, projects in the field of 
data-processing applications must be accompanied by measures to re-
organize and improve the capacity of the European data-processing 
industry and to open the European market at the technical, legal 
and financial levelsi 
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B 
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 
1. In its Resolution of 15 July 1974, the Council declared its intention 
of g1v1ng a Community orientation to policies for promoting data-processing. 
It accordingly approved the Commission's intention to submit priority 
proposals concerning: 
(a) a limited number of joint projects of European interest 
in the field of data-processing applications; 
(b) collaboration on standards and applications and in 
public procurement policy; 
(c) the promotion of industrial development projects in 
areas of common interest involving transnational cooperation. 
The Commission's Communication constitutes the first stage of this 
programme. It seems appropriate to consider in turn the projects chosen, 
the means recommended and the way in which these projects fit into the 
general framework of a Community data-processing policy. 
I. PROJECTS SELECTED 
(a) 9!:~~~!E~!!?!: 
- creation of a central file to determine organ and blood group 
compatibility for transplants and transfusions 
2. The creation of such a data-bank at Community level has become 
medically imperative. A file of at least 50,000 individuals is required 
for there to be a reasonable chance of finding an identical donor-recipient 
combination for a transplant or transfusion, particularly for the rarer 
combinations. Some 10,000 to 12,000 people suffer from irreversible 
kidney failure each year in Europe and require treatment by haemodialysis 
or preferably transplantation. It is pleasing to note that the Commission 
has selected this project first, since it illustrates the ways in which 
data-processing can benefit ordinary people and will help to counter the 
public's suspicions, which are not entirely groundless, concerning the 
effects of some of its uses. 
Furthermore, this project can be justified economically; the 
Commission estimates that the total investment cost can be offset 
in a little over two years by the savings in current national health 
budgets made possible by the system. 
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- study of existing or projected data-processing systems in the 
Community for information on imports/exports, and on the 
management of agricultural market organizations and their 
financial control with the objective of determining a 
framework for compatible and coordinated Community-wide 
development 
3. Large quantities of information required for the administration of the 
Customs Union and common agricultural policy are currently exchanged by 
letters or telex which in the majority of cases require conversion into 
another form for data input into the local computer. 
Savings would result from the coordinated use by the Commission and 
the Member States of data-processing systems. 
Furthermore, such systems are required to enable Community decisions 
to be taken rapidly and for the effective detection of. frauds. 
- study of requirements of users (Member States, public authorities, 
universities, practising lawyers)and systems both existing or 
being developed in the Community with the aim of defining a frame-
work for compatible development giving access to Community law. 
4. Taking into account the rapid development of Community legislation 
(4,000 new texts were added in 1973 to the existing body of 25,000 texts), 
the need for a Community retrieval system is apparent. Moreover, 
increasing harmonization and interpenetration of national laws make it 
desirable to establish Community norms and ensure the corrLpatibili ty of 
national and Community systems, with particular reference to data 
organization and access to data. 
- study of data-processing systems f_9r air traffic control and 
common European requirements to identify the developments and 
actions necessary to determine design specifications for 
replacement data-processing systems in the 1980's 
s. This project concerns a highly technical field in which the safety of 
individuals and aeronautical equipment is at stake. It is therefore 
desirable for the European industry to participate in and benefit from 
such a project which would greatly increase its experience and capability 
in advanced data-processing techniques. 
Moreover, the development of air traffic control data-processing 
systems requires substantial investment. Considerable savings may be 
possible through a common approach at the European level. 
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- development studies in computer-aided design techniques (CAD) 
in two areas: electronics and construction 
6. The expression of the logical processes necessary to meet the specific 
control and monitoring requirements of complex automated systems is 
difficult. Computer aids are required to improve this process as well 
as the basic system design to which it is closely related. According 
to the Commission, the economic benefits to be gained fxom the application 
of computer-aided design techniques could be very considerable. The 
time taken to design and perfect a synchronous logic system for transfer 
lines and machine tools could be reduced from one or several years to 
a matter of months. The more reliable final design would also reduce 
the cost of maintenance. Collaboration in this study would eliminate 
duplication and help to formulate a wider and more balanced view. 
7. The current trend in all engineering disciplines is to look beyond 
individual computer applications and instead consider the total design 
process from inception to construction and manufacture. 
In the construction industry there is a demand for an integration 
of applications aimed at simplifying their use and gradually moving 
towards an integration of the disciplines involved in the total 
construction process. Tests have shown that use of interacting design 
systems, which enable the type of construction a.nd layout to be rapidly 
optimized, reduce design costs from 10% to 6%. 
8. The choice of these five projects gives rise to no special criticism. 
It is based on well-founded criteria. These projects meet an international 
need and combine, at the technical level, a concern for health, hurran 
safety, efficiency, rapid decision-making and economic use of public funds, 
with a desire to promote the European data-processing industry, to make 
it more competitive and widen the market available to it. 
Only two of the projects are, however, of an industrial nature; 
the three others have a medical or administrative purpose. 
The first project - which because of its humanitarian nature should 
not be confined solely to the Community - and the next two which aim 
at improved Community administration and are of undisputed value, are 
nevertheless of limited economic scope. 
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Only projects 4 and 5 relate to areas likely to foster the development 
of a genuine data-processing industry. 
Having regard to the considerable technical and economic benefits 
of data-processing applications, it is therefore regrettable that the 
Commission has limited the number of projects proposed to such an extent. 
II. MEANS 
9. The Commission points out that there are four separate phases in the 
identification and implementation of a project: 
(1) the seiction phase, which may require an exploratory study; 
(2) a basic study (feasibility, quantification of requirements, 
selection of strategies, specification of the system) ; 
(3) development (implementation of all or some parts of the system); 
(4) utilization. 
Projects 2, 3, 4 and 5 come within phase 2 and p~ject 1 covers 
phase 3. The Commission rightly points out that there is no project 
covering phase 4; the role of a Community data-processing policy is to 
act as a catalyst and not to provide user support. 
For the management of this programme, the Com.rnission proposes 
the setti~p of a Consultative Committee on Data-Processing Projects, 
with which will be associated, for each project, a project leader and 
a Technical Committee representing the users. Implementation of the 
projects will be entrusted to consortia of European companies. 
10. It should be noted in this connection that while the European 
Parliament considered it desirable for research and development to be 
conducted in industrial establishments situated in the Community, it 
also felt that because of the present weakness of the European data-
processing industry, the promotion of a European data-processing industry 
required the conclusion of cooperation agreement with non-dominant companies 
outside Europe. 
(b) f:!:!}~!}~!!!CJ 
11. The estimates of expenditure are based on the assumption that the 
projects would begin in July 1975. All things considered, the implementation 
of these five projects over a three year period would require financial 
intervention of the order of 4 million u.a. Having regard to the successive 
phases of these projects,the Commission felt unable to estimate the budget-
ary implications of these proposals for a five year period as requested in 
the Council resolution. 
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The greater part of these estimates of expenditure is allocated to 
proiecls Nos. 1 and 4. Tn this connection, it seems likely thctt the amount 
of the Community financial intervtlnU.on will htwt• to lw In,'.t"f'ii:H•d i 1 t tH1rt' 
is a real desire to promote the European data-processing industry; this is 
a key sector which is expected to become the world's third largest industry 
by 1980, after the oil and motor vehicle industries. Increased financing 
would enable a greater number of projects to be carried ott in the area of 
computer-assisted design (CAD) ; the projects could also progress more 
rapidly. 
12. It is stated in an accompanying note from the Conunission that expenditure 
on each project should be broken down into two groups: technical and im-
plementation costs on the one hand, which would be higher because they 
include the costs of the contracting party (development, equipment,and in-
stallz·.tion costs) and administrative costs on the other (Consultative 
Comm;;. ttee and •rechnical Committee) . 
'l'he estimates of the technical and implomentation cat.s would be 
drawn up on the basis of an estimate received from Unidata in 1974, in-
cluding a reserve of 10% per year to take account of inflation. 
13. However, as the Commission itself notes in its communication, industry 
should itself assume responsibility, in a reasonable measure, for the 
financial risks where work assigned to it would allow it to increase its 
competitive position on the market and its area of competence. 
III. OBJECTIVES 
14. These five proposals for priority projects in data-processing cannot 
be considered in isolation. They must be viewed aga~nst the background 
of the central objective defined in the Council resolution of 15 July 
1974: 'a fully viable and competitive European-based industry by the 
early 1980's.' While naturally approving these first practical and 
specific proposals which it had itself requested, the European Parliament 
regrets their excessively limited nature and fears that their 
implementation and utilization will be too slow. 
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15. It is also evident that if these few practical projects are to be 
implemented effectively, a great many other measures will also be 
required. It is regrettable that the Commission has so far made little 
progress on the second and third aspects of the priority measures laid 
down in the Council resolution. In the area of norms and standards, the 
only result achieved so far is the creation of a working party of 
national experts which is studying a strategy to approach the problem; 
the same applies to public procurement policy. However, these two areas 
are the key to opening the European data-processing market at the 
technical and legal levels. As to the financial aspects, the Commission 
has indicated that it ~pre~ring a proposal on aid for leasing to support 
the European industry. 
In its communication on a Community data-processing policy, the 
Commission also proposed to promote the necessary restructuring of the 
European data-processing industry and to stimulate its progress through 
development contracts. 
All these essential measures combine to facilitate the implementation 
of this systemativ Community programme to promote research, industrial 
development and the application of data-processing as recommended by 
the Council - following the views of the European Parliament - in 
its resolution of 15 July 1974. 
It is, however, regrettable to note the lack of determination shown 
by the Commission whose intention, with the annual report on the present 
state of data-processing, is to define its position on the desirability 
of placing the Community measures in the framework of a multi-year 
programme. 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON BUDGETS 
Draftsman: Mr R. PETRE 
On 29 April 1975 the Committee on Budgets appointed Mr Petre draftsman 
of the opinion. 
At its meeting of 26 June 1975 the Committee considered the draft 
opinion and adopted it unanimously. 
Present: Mr Lange, chairman; Mr Aigner and Mr Durand, vice-chairrre.n; 
Mr P~tre, draftsman of the opinion; Mr Artzinger, Mr Brugger, Mr Gerlach, 
Mr Fruh, Mr Lautenschlager, Mr Radoux and Mr Shaw. 
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Basic information on the priority projects in data-processing 
.... The Committee on Budgets must give its opinion on the financial aspects 
of the five following data-processing projects: 
(1) Data-bank for organ and bloodmatching system; 
(2) Data-processing systems for information on imports/exports etc.; 
(3) System for legal document retrieval in the Community; 
(4) Study of data-processing systems required for air traffic 
control; 
(5) Computer-aided design techniques; 
i. logic circuit design aids; 
ii. computer aided design systems; 
2. The Commission of the Communities shows the total cost of these projects 
and their breakdown in the years 1975, 1976 and 1977 as follows: 
(1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) i. 
ii. 
Total 
expenditure 
Total cost 
(u.a.) 
1,360,500 
668,000 
437,500 
923,000 
313,000 
305,500 
4,007,500 
1975 
92,500 
163,000 
111,500 
172,500 
110,000 
107,000 
756,500 
1976 
1,237,500 
423,500 
269,000 
566,500 
203,000 
198,500 
2,898,000 
30,500 
81,500 
57,000 
184,000 
353,000 
3. The monthly project budget is as follows: 
duration of project in months 
( 1) 22 
( 2) 18 
(3) 18 
( 4) 18 
( 5) i. 12 
ii. 12 
4. Within the overall cost, the Commission also indicates estimated 
expenditure for payment of project leaders. 
5. The explanatory remarks preceding the decision which should enable 
the Council to adopt all these priority projects in data-processing, show 
the following principal reasons for these projects: 
(a) priority for projects capable of meeting the requirements of 
users and increasing the capacity of the European-based data-
processing industry; 
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(b) the needs of public r1'":::dt:h; 
(c) Community legislation, pa:cticularly in the ag-ricultural sector; 
(d) the above-mentioned pr seem to be necessary to attain 
certain Community within the framework of the common 
market. 
6. Implementation of the 
decision) should begin CJ:t 1 
(see Article 1 of proposal for a 
1975 and the appropriations necessary 
fo:r: carrying them mrt ~'ll:fJ to b6 fmt.ered in the budget of the Communi ties. 
7. VmiJ.e recog~liz:\.ng t.he mer:L·t of these five projects and welcoming 
the b::mani.tarian and heal.th caasons which are the basis for one of them, 
the COJ.'fu"Ui ttee on Budgets is not: able to m"-r'J-" an adequate assessment of 
the :;·riority nature of the fi:•.rca , for the simple reason 
that ti1e Comrnissi.on' s docum<3nt~ do.c:L:: not: comp:rise a general summary of 
the data-processing projects v;h .. Lcb could bf:l ini t:J.ated on the basis of 
existing Community legislation ·x:::, at a wider level, of the Community's 
objectives. 
A general summary >vou1d, aowever, enable the priorities to be 
assessed and provide orws•:mtL,. informa·ti.on for evaluating the cost of 
each project. 
Financial elements 
8. The financial elements i:ndica·ted and referred to in the comments 
on each project are purely descrip·tive o:c in the nature of simple 
affirmations. No explanatim·, is given of the criteria for estimating 
the funds considered nec(::ssary or of the factors used to determine the 
arnount of t:hese c:redi ts. No is given either of the 
distribution over the three fi.n~u1cial years ( 197 5 to 1977) of the overall 
credits requested for each 
This situation, criticize~d the Corr~ittee on Budgets in connection 
with many other proposals from the Commission, conflicts with the 
com.rnitroents given by that. ins·;:::i·t;Jtion vJhen, after long prompting by 
Parliament, it £o:r;·warde6. to ·;:he Corruni t)cee on Budgets a specimen 
financial schedule worked ou·t for Community acts with financial 
implications. 
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9. In its general introduction to the five projects, the Commission 
indicates that a preliminary draft supplementary budget will be 
introduced in good timE! to cover appropriations for the five projects 
. 1 
and exploratory studies for which there are no funds or budget l~ne . 
The committee on Budgets also finds it unsatisfactory that this 
statement by the Comraission con-cains no commitment as to a precise 
date (despite the announcement that these credits should already be 
operational in 1975). P..dmit-cedly it is said ·that these credits could 
be operational on 1 July 1975 but no assura.nce is given regarding 
their consolida·tion with appropriations which would make a supplementary 
budget necessary. Failing a precise commitment by ·the Commission, the 
Co~nittee on Budgets therefore fears that the 'policy' of supplementary 
budgets is being com::inued ins·tead of phased out in accordance 
with the guidance expressly by Parl.J..I:t:1:wmt on this rna tter. 
Conclusions 
The Committee on Budgets feels once more impelled to remind the 
Commission of the European Communities how important it is to provide the 
committee not merely with s1.:unrnary financial schedules (as annexed to the 
5 proposals under consideration), or fragmentary additional information 
(and that incidentally, supplied only at meetings at which proposals with 
financial implications are discussed with a view to delivering an opinion), 
but with such informa·tion as will enable the cornrnittee to assess the 
financial forecasts advisedly. This is not a new demand. Since the 
adoption and implementation of the Treaty of 22 April 1970 the Committee 
on Budgets has been pressing for adequate analyses of the financial impli-
cations of Community acts so that Parliament can fully exercise its 
budgetary powers. It must be said that more often than not this require-
ment is not met, or not met fully, despite the fact that two years ago the 
Commission of the European Communities had submitted to the Committee on 
Budgets a specimen of the financial schedule which it was to make out for 
in-house use for all proposals having financial implications. It is clear 
that until these requirements are met, any opinion by the Committee on 
Budgets on the financial implications of Community acts can only be offered 
with reservations. That applies in full to these 5 proposals for priority 
projects in data-processing. 
1 See page 8, Doc. COM(75) 35 final 
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B. !:~~~!-.!?~~~~-~! ... !:~~-E~~E~~~!5! 
The leg·al basis of the proposals is Article 235 of the T:ceaty which 
provides for appropriate measures (to be taken by the Council, acting 
unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting the 
Assembly) for actions that are not expressly covered by the rules of the 
Treaty. The Committee on Budgets, having been asked for its opinion on 
these 5 proposals in data-processing, wishes to emphasize that the 
Commission of the European Communities, whenever it introduces proposals 
on the basis of this Article, should always state the non-c.ompulsory 
nature of the consequent expenditure, being 'other than that necessarily 
resulting from the Treaty or from acts adopted in accordance therewith'. 
In this connection, the committee refuses to accept the idea, which seems 
to be gaining ground within the Commission of the European Communities, 
that expenditure resulting from measures taken in accordance with 
Article 235 should nevertheless be considered compulsory when the exact 
annual amount is specified in the basic text. 
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OPINION 01>' THE LEGAL AFFAIRS COMMI'r'rEE 
Draftsman: Mr H. LAUTENSCHLAGER 
On 17 April 1975, the Legal Affairs Committee appointed Mr LAUTENSCHLAGER 
draftsman. 
It considered the draft opinion at its meeting of 26 May 1975 and 
adopted it unanimously with one abstention. 
Present: Sir Derek Walker-Smith, chairman; Mr Brugger, vice-chairman; 
Mr Lautenschlager, draftsman; Mr Aigner (deputizing for Mr Springorum), 
Mr Broeksz, Mr De Keersmaeker, Mr Geurtsen, Mr Kirk (deputizing for Mr Shaw), 
Mr Memmel, Mr Outers, Mr Santer, Mr Scelba, Mr Schmidt, Mr Schworer and 
Mr Vernaschi. 
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1. On 15 July 1974 the Council adopted a Resolution on a Community policy 
"I 
on data processing~, setting out the basic principles for an industrial 
policy in this inc:n~asingly import.ant sect.or of the economy. 
In that Resolution the Council declares its intention to give a 
Community orientation to policies for promoting data processing in the 
Community, with two main objectives: 
(a) to satisfy user requirements in view of the importance 
of da.t.a processing for all aspects of modern society; 
(b) to create a strong European-based computer industry, since 
'the structure of the data process1.ng industry in the world 
is unbalanced and the applications of data processing 
within the Community are not yet satisfactory'. 
2. In connection with (b) it ::>hould be mentioned that the Commission is 
following attentively the French Government's negotiations for close 
collaboration. between the French computer company CII (Compagnie 
Internationale de l'Informatique) and the American firm, Honeywell. 
cooperation between European and American companies need not necessarily 
stand in the way of the creation of a strong European computer industry. 
It would extend the market available to European companies and, moreover, 
make it easier for European industry to gain access to America's much more 
advanced computer technology. 
Neve~·theless, in this particular case collaboration presents t.wo dangers: 
(a) Honeywell's superiority may give them such an influence that policy 
as fa:r <.'tS cooperation is concr::Jrned may be completely subordinated to 
American st:rategy guidelines; 
(b) The UNIDA'l'A g;;,:·oup, fo:cmed three years ago from the European concerns, 
Siemens, Phillips and CII, could split up, so leading to the failure 
of this first attempt at integration by the European da·ta processing 
industry. 
3. one of the methods proposed by the Council in its Resolution of 
15 July 1974 to achieve its objectives is the selection of 'a limited number 
of joint projects of European interest in the field of data processing 
applications' . 
l OJ No. C86, 20./.1974 
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The Commission's Communication (Doc. 21/75) containing initial pro--
posals for priority projects in data processing deals with five such projects. 
The Legal Affairs Committee was asked by ·the President of the European 
Parliament to deliver an opinion for the committee responsible, the Committee 
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the third project entitled 'Study of 
requirements,for legal document retrieval systems in the Conununity' 
(Annex 3 to Annex A, p.30). 
4. This Annex is concerned mainly with the importance of the CELEX system 
set up by the Commission to meet the problem of the increasing inaccessibil-
ity of Community law. The need to make Community legal documentation more 
accessible to the Institutions, the Member States and the public is also 
recognized by the Council, which (in the Council of Ministers of Justice) 
adopted a Resolution on 26 November 1974 on the automation of legal 
documentation1 • 
The Legal Affairs Committee has discussed the application of the CELEX 
system at length and your rapporteur would therefore refer readers to the 
summary of t.hese discussions (PE 40. 631) (attached to this opinion), \o<ihich 
also includes the introductory remarks of the Secretary--General, Mr Nord, 
and explanatory comments by the Commission representative, Mrs BAUER-BERNET. 
5. However, your committee wishes to ma};:e three observations, mainly 
regarding procedure. 
(a) A }i.QJ"king party of representatives from the Member States, 
Community institutions and the Economic and Social Committee was set up 
on the basis of the abovementioned council Resolution of 26 November 1974. 
This working party, in which the European Parliament is represented at 
official level, has been instructed to examine a number of specific aspects 
of the further development of the CELEX system. It is to submit a pre-
liminary report to the Committee of Permanent Representat.ives within six months. 
Furthenr.ore, acoording to the proposal for a Council decision (p.15) 
in the Commission's Communication, the Coxrunission will be responsible for 
carrying- out the five p:r.:·ojects listed in the Communication. It will be 
assisted in this by the Consultative Committee on Dat_uE.Q£..~§1sing Proje~. 
The separate draft decision (p.48 of the Communication) provides for the 
setting up of this Consultative Committee., It is to consist of representatives 
of the Memba:r: States, its chairman being a representative of the Commission. 
'l'he Commission is :raquired.i; ,moreover, to present a :t:eport to the Council each 
year. The other Institutions are not represented on this Consultative Committee. 
1 OJ No. C20,28.l.l975 
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The European Par:i iawent, wl:1ich - ir. view of the need for effective 
organization in i.ts work has a considerable interest in the foundling uf a 
European data ptoce::osing system,should press its right to take part in tha 
work of this Commit·;~ee, particularly since its participation in the working 
party will p:cobably cease on 15 June 1975. 
If t:ne W(;rJ:.;,..;,g party were to continue in existence after that date, 
there would in fa.ct: be a certain aa1ount of duplication, although i.t would 
be possible to reduce \:his by coordinating the work of the t'.vo groups and 
the "l:ac~ks assign•::d to them. 
(b) In para,p:aph I. 8 (p. 31) the Commission speaks of 'the r;eed for 
compatibility of naU.orlal <J.nd Conununity systems, particularly with re9·ard 
to organizacion of data and access to it'. 
It i£1 Lhe:n::-Jfora also impm:tant - not only for the automation of legal 
documentation bt:<t n1ao for thG other four projects "" fox the Mt::mbm: ::;tates 
to inform t.he commission of the measures which they propm.:1e tal~ ing in the 
d;::.l;a processing sector in line with Cormuunity intentions. This would mean 
that the Consultative Committee could take these measures into account in 
its deliberations. 
(c) The last. paragraph (p.l8) of Article 3 of the proposal for a 
decision provider.; that the Commission shall present a report to the Council 
each Yl'.lar. Thie Art-icle lijhould bf.:l amended to enau':"e that tht~ Commisr;ion 
also info:t:"M3 Parliament and make£~ its future intentions clear. You:r rap--
porteur therefore proposes thc,t the last paragraph of A.'Cticle 3 shou.ld read 
as follo>Js: 
Article 3, la.1:::t pal agraoh -----------------------~-
'l'he Commission ~ahall p:cesent. a :r;·eport ·to the Council ani,i_th~_§.:~E.QJ?.~an 
~lj.ament: ~ach jea.r Q!L.:l:_he.J!_g~_;ttj..Q!l_.~fi th .~d .J::Q.J:he_ COfn!.!\.~J..j,y__Qi:.!_r~a-· 
proce~ in~L ·prog.[~nm~.~ . .and . .fut ~f~_ge ve} QE!f<Bll!:§~ 
6. 'l'hE;; Curmnissim: has based its proposal for a decision Jn A:ctic_bg __ 23~_g.f 
the ... EEC 'l'reat:)::O sinr:e it stat:es in its preamble 'the projects referred to 
are seen to be necessary in order to attain certain <.:omrmmit:y objectives 
wit.hin the f:ta•nework of the common market'. 
Your. couunitt:ee accepts this legal justification. 'I'he five projects 
propoc>ed (Article l of the proposal for a decision) do in fact represent an 
important means of helping to achieve the corrunon market, ;::;.1 though the Treaty 
does not provi .. d€> the Irwt:itutions with specific powers fo:r the pu:q,ose. 
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SUMNARY RECORD 
of tho exchangf~ of views on 17 April 1975 on the letter dated 14 LTanuary 1975 
from the President; of t;he European Parliament to the chairman of the rJegal 
Affairs Com:mi·ttee concerning the participation of the Eu:::opean Parlia.ment in 
the 'CELEX' system (au·tomation of legal clocumentat.ion - see PE 39.627) 
A. !!:!:!~9~£!:~~!:U~L!:b~-§~~!~!:~!:t:g~!:!~!~!::._~-~2~ (resume) 
The rapid increase in the number of Community decisions has made Community 
law more and more impenetrable. In many cases, outsiders are unable to ascer-
tain what lat¥ applies without having recourse to the appropd_ate official in 
the Commission or one of the othf.lr in8titutiona. 'l'his is hardly surprising 
as the commission and the Council have adopted some 25,000 legal acts (and 
new ones are being adopted at the rate of 4,000 a year). 
In order to bring more clarity to the Community law, the Commission 
started programming these texts into a computer for its OV·.'l1 use i.n 1969. In 
1970 it invited th.:; other institutions to take part in consultations on the 
further development. of th~ legal documentation syst:em and the possibility of 
making the systen of Com..'nunity law accessible in this \vay to tho6e interested 
both within and outside thE1 Communities. A·t first contacts in connect.ion 
with this consultation w~:ce rather sporadic, but were stepp~d up in 1974. 
Moreover, the project tva:a sanctioned by the: Council (of Ministers of Justice) 
in its '~'I!ISO::..ution of 26 November 1974, Inte:c-institut.ional consultation is 
taking plac<!.l! within a group of explb:t:·ta conl.liBting of representatives of the 
Membar St.atelll an~:i rBp.t·~ii!Ci/:ntativ~!!.l of the inl!ltitutionl!l and the Economlc and 
Social Comrr.ittt;;le, Thill E:u:top"\lan Parliament is ~.tlr.so represented officially, 
since the acceptanci~ by its former President of the in vi tat ion fr:om the Presi-
dent of the Commission to taka part in ·::he consultatiom;" 
The Corranission sta.rtad op~ra"cing ·the 'C:ELEX' system ~n 1969 .. 
The following have so far been processed: -· the Treaties 
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- the n~gulations, directives and 
decisions 
- international agreements 
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- the method: 
The method used. for this system io the 'formal analysis' method, under which 
the computer provides the title and location of t.he teJ<t required, 
Until now,info:r.mation has only been fed into the computer in French: in 
future, however, info:t1nation is to be translated into ot.heJ: lctnrJUS.ges. 
Access to t.he computer is rastric·ted so far to the instit.utions; in future 
however it couid be open for consultat.~or: by t.he 1-'i.ember St.:at.es and other 
authorit;ies - judges, lawyers,. universities, etc. subject t.:o legal and 
technical co:1ditions stili to be specified. 
The European Parl:i.ament' s interest in the further development. of the 
CELEX system can be summed up under three headings: 
as usex·; the Secretariat 'Vlill be able to use it to inform J'iiembe:cs 
of tho:> posit:wn as r€1ga:r:ds Comrnunity law; 
as a provider of information; by feeding its opinions and decisions 
into the C()mputer; 
as the rep:cesentat,ive of Communit.y citizens. 
Througtwut. the inter-inrrtitut.ional concultat:ior,s t:he Parliament has 
always maintains;d that the system should include not only tr,e acb:tal text 
of ac:ts (re·:r·.lla<.:ior.s" d:i.:.:·ectives, dc:chiions, etc.,) but a.lso backgrcur,d docu-
ments such a.:3 the Cornm1~:.~sion' s originaJ. p:.:oposc:.l,. th<::: of t.hG European 
Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, where appropriate, the Com-
mission' B axnendments to its original proposals, .na·tional implementat.ion measures 
case law from t;he Court. of ,Justice and national cou.ct:s :::-egard..i.ng com.mur1.i ty 
measures or thmJe derived from Com1nuni·ty J.a;,v· and, finally, pax·liam:~ntary 
quest.i.ons. 'While tho oth~n· .institutions have accepted this, ~.:.h6 gr:::mp of 
experts has show11 some rel.uct<:mce to aceept the idea · of compute:L'-E;toring all 
this informat:Lcn at Conununity level ·!':lot'b for reasons of principle (d~:i rab.i.li.ty 
or otherwise of a documentary field concaining :\terns noi~ d 
linked to Community legislation difficulties of incorporating at Community 
level the national e:x:tensions of Community law) and for technical. or budgc~tary 
reasons, 
It is intended tb.a t Pa.rlia.ment should later have its own terminal so that 
it can consult t;he computer directly. Hov;ever, this will ba.ve budgetary implica-
tions, principally ax·ising frorr, the engagement of st.af:E for this purpose. 
Th<:' overall aim is to nMke it possible for t.he inst~tu·ti.ons o:t the Conu-nunity, 
the Member State and tb.e people to >~ecE:ive correc·t and :capid .i..nf:m::n<ation on 
the state of European lac;w. 
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Nrs BAUER-·BERNE'r. -·(F) Mr chair:rnan, thank you. 'Fhe fe\v words which I 
wish to say abmJt" the syst.em are purely comp:ementary and coc,cer:ned with 
details, in comparison wit"h. the excellen"t introduction provided by t:he 
Secretary-General. I shall simply give further information on some po:ints 
I noted dur1.ng the course of the discussion. 
One ques·tio~l. r2.ferred to the coding which takes places wnen .:i.nfo:nnation 
is fed into the machine and t.he gr'.arantee of objectivity offerea the 
inter-ins'citutio:na.l sy::<tem of auto:nated documen"t:at icn fez· Comn<Hnit"{ law. I 
vmuld like t.o ~ out that, apazt from the information codea t!-;·2 r iorroal 
analysis' systenL 1a.t.ion and t.he ca~;e law per 1:o it are fed into 
the machine in f·ull, where necessary and possible. 'I'he output sel,~ccors could 
thus be. terms used 
supplied by t;he ana 
the legislato:::· or the judge, as Wtl.l as the, ccc1es 
, which are consequen·tly not the only way of tracing 
information; Lhe:ce are several 'entry points' for tracing a docunv:'!ni: and all 
in all a certain guarantee of objectivity. 
Another quadtion referred to access costs for userH. No decision has 
been taken on thi.l\l yet, but general gu:i.del.i.nes have been put lorW''l.rd" 'fho 
Commission's propcsaJ would be to exclude the two E:xtreme solutions of free 
use - which might le2,d ·to a'Juge cf ·the - or cost-base<-:J 2ee1.:l (costB 
including ini't:i .. al h.vestmem:) which vrould be right for a conm1ercic1l under-
taking but ""'Ot for a pvblic 1K:cv·ice; it would also be unfair in UlC:tt, how-· 
ever many 011tsid.e users t"J:1er.;;, may be in t.he futu:re, t~!e .inst ituLi.ons creat.ed 
·the documentation system for th::.::Lr own u::;e. 'L'he cornpromis" advuco.t.E,J is a 
contribution toward13 cz,stl-;, t.ha·t is the use:r would simply pay the cost" o£ 
access. 'I'his would cover c for ins·tance, ·the hiring of consoles,, the': hirin9 
of telephone linaf.<, ti1e cost. of copies of mugnetic tapes. e:t.c. 1'he:re. would 
still be one problem, that of guaranteeing equality o£ access to this public 
service for eve.cyone and avoidin:::r much highe:c costs for informa·b.on ir, Galway, 
Edinburgh, O:t" than LuxGnlbours;. In reply to thi.s conce.c""n a stan-
dardization of costs, as already practised in certain inforreation networks, 
is contemp1ar:ed; und(-:!:C this system the overall cost of the :;_ines is t.otalled 
up and then ··:~iv ded by t:rH~ nuniher of conf;oles connected. t:0 t.he lines .. 
AnothE::t more technical point concGrns >vays of subdividing informat.ion to 
allow detailed selection despite the growth in the mass of doctiments, Under 
the inter-institutional system i't is possible, and will become increas i.ngly 
easier, to sel.s{:·t a.nd sort inforrr.ation. On the entry side, short--term manage-
men·t p:rovi;>iDns -· regulations valid for a single day or w•3f;k which W•:>uh~ just 
as easily be locBtad by consulting the Official Journal of th8 aate of 
reference a~J by them in a cornputer, - anJ not fed i.nt.o tLe 
system. the:ce is no risk of them appE;aring in the print-out as 
they are not eve~1 fe·J into the system. If a reply does neverthele.ss contain 
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a large number of C:bcuments it is possible to sort them by using various 
options when f.:::eding in the inst.rc:cctions for infornmtion (so that 3.ppea.r 
in direct or inverse ch:conological order, for instance, so that eitr.er ·the 
oldest ones or the latest ones appear first) or i·t is possible to select. 
certain catagorieu (for instance, only Council regulations, or only texts 
which are at.ill H: fm:c:o). In this ~vay it only takes a mau:e:c of minutes tn 
select tht! most ra;_avant documents. If ?i document in tho y HI \NJJ::·y louq 
{for instance t"tH:! cci•1plete text of a 30·-page regulation) it is possible to 
x:ead ·the pa.ges r~'tpidly on the console and find the most interesting paragraphs 
(in which t:he key words in the search seem to be used in the most illuminating 
way) and to p:rint only these paragraphs. Also, if the terms in ·tbt~ full text 
or in thE:: title of a document do not make ~t possible t:.1 he select.i.ve enouqh, 
it would be possil:>J.e to narrow down the analysis (and therefore also the 
instruction Cl::iteri:t); if the degree of selection is insufficicont, it could 
gradually be improved with time to meet the needs of users by feedback, i.e. 
with the users feeding back information ·themselves. 
As regards the ques Lion of the direct appl.icabili ty of instruments in 
connection wit"h the date of updating of the files, I believe that the following 
would be the most rtractical way to proceed: let us imagine that a user wishes 
to kr:ow what is applicable directly and since when. Using the ccJmputer rather 
than conventional search methods he would be able ·to find ou·t much more .r.apidly 
in which basic judgement the Court of Jus·tice gave its decision on,. £01~ 
instance, th12! direct. applicability of directives: using t.he case law, the user 
would then be in a position to look in·to the applicability of the di.rectives, 
'1'11e descriptic•n 'direci:ly applicable' is not: fed int:o t'.he computer. So the 
mainten<mc:e of i:he filet> - as regards directives, for ~xampl.e ·- is not. affected 
l:1y the judg~oment. 'rhis is Ill further s ta9e of research.. On the oth<',.. hand i:h(~ 
elate of :J.pdating is fad in, at two levels. p, dic;li.nction has to bo rmlde betwiJIJn 
the 'intellectual' updating date, that is the d:.lte on vh:Lcb it i<J noted that 
t:he information sto:ced in the machine is still v'9Llid au . ' . 1 C l.S., or needs to be 
modified,. anJ tl1e 'pt1ysical' upc'la·ting date, that in the date of a mDdificat.ion 
111hich may hav<:J been necessary to record a change arisJ_ng betirle<::n t\;;O 
'intellectual' updatings. 'l'hese are two different dates which come under· two 
different headin-J ,: • I'hey can be read on the consolo and this is onf.'! .:.>f the 
users ' g•1arant3e2> of the t:::::·ansparency of the sys·tem: there are others 0 
There was a question on the recording of thE! action taken - o:c not taken -
on texts. The L1ter~·institutional system would make it possible to show 
proposals still pending, questions not yet replied to and directives which 
have been applied incumple·tely The computer can be usoed as an a . .id t.o control 
but not as a controL agent; it cannot decide whElther a lcgislati.v"~ measure 
complies or does not comply -with Community law. It could re<-~o:cd a ]w:igement 
of con:tormit~y, bul tt, . is H.J a human judgement which canno·t, either 110W or in 
the future, be mad<:> by a computer. As regards national provisions relating 
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to ComnTu."ity la:w, it: rwJ.:st ·be emphasized that the user. should be able to 
receiv,,: informat.:i.or, on national implemem::ing measures not only of his u~m 
country, but al:so of r:;t:h'"':r. lilembe:r: States, since Comxnunity la.w fo.·cras a whole; 
the same applies to natim,al case law in the different r<lElmber States relating 
to the application 0f provisiot1s of Community law. 
As rega.n:ls legal responsibility arising from the suppl~t or docum.:~ntary 
information the only possibility, as far as I can see, is to exclude any 
such respons.Lbility. But in p:ractlce ·the user has a basic gucu antee ,,,hich 
is inherent in the system's o:rganiza.tion: as the institutions have created 
the intsr·-.·inntitutio:nal system for their o<lln needs, they will have a cardinal 
interest in the qual.ity of the systeu11 and will keep a cunsto.nt check on it 
through tru,ix mvn l!$8 of it. So it could be assumed that the u:::Jer has the 
g·uarantee of ac;::<;s.s to a sy~ltem which, v'lithout being pex·fect (there are 
plenl:y of print1.n~ e..nors in the acts published in t:l-ie Official Jcnrcnals) is 
the best possibl~~ system wi ·thin the limits of th;; resources available to the 
Insti tutior,,:~. 
That conc:J.ude;~ my obiJ<~:rvations; thank you for your at.i.:ention. 
I would add that fuller information or:. the sysb:::m is to be found in two 
internal C'ommis"'ior, documents1 and in the documents forwarded today to the 
SE:cr"=ltar:Lat of t:hc,; Council for t~1F.: attention of th·~ Worki"19 Part.y set up by 
the Council Resolution of 26 November 1971!, on the au·t::omation of legal 
documentation.;;: 
1 
'(iuide ·t0 the uli\~:. of th<:: CEL)!:X syst<:m :l:or Commission off.i.c.i.a1s' ( 3 documents) 
J"uR/366/:•j75 rev~ l, ,JUF./366/2/75 rznr. 2 ar~d JlJR/366/75 rov. ]_ 
'CELEX ~· a zyE>t:em of automated documentatim1. for Community lc-c..v' ,JUR/.i097 /73 
Wo:.:kinq document on the at,.t:omation of legal documentation and Hlpo:ct on 
the <l.uton,,:d::ion of lE'lgal docmucntation R/1156/74 (JUR 74) 
- Working docur;,<~nt on the <:!V<'llnatj_on of the bud.getaxy impli.catLons of the 
auto•natior; of documentation x:,=lating to Com:rnunity l.av,;r R/1886/74 (,JUR 118) 
(F'IN 421) 
Supple:mentary note ell t.h~ Elvd..U<'ltior, of the bud9etary ica.c1.cns of the 
automation ot- documen·tation rc::;:!.ating to Community law 070/74 (CIUR 133) 
(FIN 476 ) 
- Working docm'i,,!;.nt o:l t·h.<:: obje,~tives of. the inter-·institution,:l. system of 
automated do.:::nln<'.mtat~ion for Corrm-.unity la·r,v- T/148/75 (,JUR) 
·• Working docc.:i'1""mt on t.he medium term developmen·t plan fo.::· the .:cnt,,r:-
institutional system 'I'/203/75 (0UR) 
- Questionnaire on the needs of potential users of the inter-institutional 
system R/962/75 
- Working document on the evaluation of the budgetary implications of the 
inter-igstitutional system T/269/75 (Jl:JR) {FIN) 
Working document on the legal and technical problems of legal lnforma--
tion processing SEC(75) 1698 
- Working document on the evaluation of the cost of real t:he objectives 
defim:d :i.n the 1975--1Y77 development plan for the inter--institutional 
s~stem SEC(/5) 1696 
- Wor.'king doo.1.men.t on the establish:.nent of a l.i::.~t of Commun ).slation 
S,J 198/i5 
2 . OJ No, c 20,, 28. 1.1975, pp. 2 and 3 
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c. ~~!~~~-~:~~!~2-!:~~-~~~-~~~~~~2~-~!-~!~~~-!~-~~~-~~2~!-~!E~~:~-~~~~~!~~ 1 
-a. The Working Party referred to in Part III of the Council Resolutionof 
26 November 1974 has already been set up and has met once or twice; in 
due course this Working Party is to make a report to the Committee of 
Permanent Representatives. 
-b. Every Member State and institution of the Communities is individually 
responsible for the appointment of its representatives to this Working 
Party. 
-c. A large number of legal experts will be in charge of feeding data into 
the computer. 
-d. It is also intended that national measures for the implementation of 
Community decisions shall be processed in the computer. 
-e. The computer should also be able to show which Commission proposals have 
not yet been dealt with by the Council or by the European Parliament. 
-f. The latest amendment to every text shall immediately be fed into the 
computer. 
-g. The operational record of the system until now justifies appropriation 
of financial resources. 
-h. The codification of texts is also to be fed into the system. 
-i. The public should be informed about which sectors are covered by European 
law, so that people know in what cases the computer should be consulted. 
-j. Selection criteria are being applied for optimal subdivision of subjects: 
short-term agricultural regulations are not being fed into the system, 
for practical reasons. 
-k. The aim should be to fix rates for consulting the computer without regard 
to the place within the Community where consultation takes place, so that 
those furthest from the computer centre are not at a financial disadvanta~e. 
-1. Consideration should be given in inter-institutional consultations to the 
question whether the institutions can be made responsible for possible 
mistakes in the replies given by the computer. If the decision is not to 
1 Questions were put by (successively) Mr SHAW, Mr BROEKSZ, Mr SCHWORER, 
Mr SANTER, Mr LAUTENSCHLAGER, Lady ELLES, Mr BERKHOUWER, Mr GEURTSEN 
and Mr PIANTA. The questions were answered by Mr NORD and Mrs BAUER-BERNET 
of the Commission's Legal Department. 
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make the institutions responsible in principle, it is considered 
advisable to make this clear each time to the user. The margin of error 
should however be kept as small as possible. 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON REGIONAL POLICY AND TRANSPORT 
Letter from the chairman of the committee to Mr Francis LEENHARDT, 
Chairman of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
Brussels, 22 April 1975 
Subject: Opinion on Annex 4 to Annex A of the Communication 
from the Commission of the European Communities to 
the Council containing initial proposals for priority 
projects in data-processing (Doc. 21/75) 
Dear Mr chairman, 
l. The Committee on Regional Policy and Transport was asked for 
its opinion on Annex 4 to Annex A of the abovementioned document. 
This annex is 'A study of real time data processing systems required 
for air traffic control (ATC) in the 1980's'. 
At its meeting of 22 April 1975, the Committee on Regional 
Policy and Transport considered this proposal from the Commission 
for a study project. 
2. In its resolution of 15 July 1974, the Council's intention was 
to give Community guidelines for policies to encourage and promote 
data-processing. 
In its Communication of 13 March 1975 the Commission submitted 
five priority projects to the Council, including the one relating to 
ATC. 
3. This project relates to a highly technical field involving the 
safety of passengers and aeronautical equipment. 
Data-processing systems are already in existence, and users in 
several Member States of the European Communities and third countries 
are associated in an international body, (Eurocontrol). But arrange-
ments must now be made for the replacement of these systems by advanced 
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data-processing systems mort: r~t;i ':'' ·' to the 1980's taking into account 
advances in technology and the ']LJ•.Ntl: of air traffic. 
The problem is basically an international one and requires 
substantial investment exceeding the capability of a single country. 
4. The Commission proposes to finance a study with the objective 
of seeking possible solutions at Community level and of putting 
them into practice through advanced and unified data-processing 
techniques. 
The Commission feels that this research will also be of 
incidental value to other industries requiring sophisticated data-
processing techniques. 
The adoption of these techniques by the European data-processing 
industry could also increase its competitiveness in fields other 
than ATC. 
5. At present matters are still at the ~esearch stage. On the 
basis of the results of the study, the Commission will submit new 
proposals for the implementation of the chosen systems. 
In view of the above factors, the Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport approves the Commission's proposal and has asked 
me to forward to you this opinion in the form of a letter. 
Present: 
(sgd) Charles B. McDONALD, T.D. 
Mr McDonald, Mr Nyborg, Mr Gerlach, Mr Ariosto, Mr Corrie, 
Mr De Clercq, Mr Fabbrini, Mr Giraud, Mr Johnston, 
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, Mr Mursch, Mr Noe, Mr Romualdi, 
Mr Scholten, Mr Schwabe and Mr Thornley (deputizing for 
Mr Kavanagh) 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC HEAL'I'H AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
Let.t.er from the chairman of the committee to Mr Francis LEENHARDT 
Chairman of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
Brussels, 27 May 1975 
At its meeting of 27Aprill975 the Committee on Public Health 
and the Environment discussed the Communication from the Commission of 
the European Communities to the Council containing initial proposals for 
priority projects in data processing (Annex 1 to Annex A) (Doc.21/75). 
The project described in the above-mentioned Annex concerns the 
development of a data-bank for organ and bloodmatching systems, 
whereby computer techniques would be used to match up patients urgently 
requiring a transplant with compatible organs from among those available. 
The committee has noted with satisfaction that this project, which 
will establish a system for the exchange of information throughout the 
Community about potential kidney transplant recipients and potential 
blood donors and donors of other transplant material, will represent a 
significant advance in the sphere of public health. 
The committee has also noted that there are already four centres 
within the Community which employ computer facilities for the exchange 
of kidneys, but that the systems used are mutually incompatible, which 
points up the need for a data-bank system at Community level. 
In addition, the committee hopes that a telecommunications network 
for data transmission will be set up as soon as possible so that greater 
progress may be achieved in the data processing sector. 
This project will make a valuable contribution to endeavours to save 
human lives and also reduce expenditure in this field, provided the 
research on matching organs and patien·ts can be carried out on a 
sufficiently wide scale. Consequently, the committee approves the 
Commission's project and hopes that, once the Council has given its 
decision, it can be completed within the stipulated period of 22 months. 
1 
(sgd.) Libera DELLA BRIOTTA 
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1. The technique of data-processing is spreading rapidly in all sectors of 
the economy and the business world. The computer industry, the third largest 
in the world, is expanding at the rate of 20% a year in Europe. 
2. In awareness of the importance of data-processing for all aspects of 
modern life and hence for the whole Community and its economic and technological 
position in the world, the Council adopted on 15 July 1974 a Resolution1 on a 
Community data-processing policy, setting out basic policy principles in this 
highly important sector. 
3. In this Resolution the Council stressed that it intended to give a Coriununity 
slant to policies for encouraging and promoting data-processing and approved 
the Commission's intention to submit proposals for a limited nurnber of joint 
projects of European interest in the field of data-processing applications. 
4. The Commission has accordingly presented in the form of a conununication 
to the Council a first proposal comprising five projects to be adopted as from 
1 July 1975. The Committee on Agriculture is concerned only with the second. 
This consists of a study- of 18 months' duration- of data-processing systems 
for information on imports and exports, the management of agricultural market 
organizations and their financing control. These proposals are the outcome of 
studies, consultations and negotiations with the different Member States. 
5. The main aim is to ensure that in the management of the Customs Union and 
the common agricultural policy, data exchanged between the Commission a.nd the 
Member States on imports, exports and related aspects of managing the agricul-
tural market and its financial control are passed and processed promptly . 
. 
6. Large volumes of data on agricultural transactions in general are exchanged 
daily between the Member States and the Commission. Some of these data 
(prices, levy rates, etc.) are urgently required and often prompt political 
decisions at Community level. A great deal of time could be saved if a co-
ordinated method of data-processing and transmission could be used between 
the Commission and the Member States. 
This is the purpose of the scheme referred to Parliament for its opinion. 
7. The total cost of the project is estimated at 668,000 u.a. and is to be 
charged to the Community budget (163,000 u.a. for 1975; 423,500 u.a. for 1976 
and 81,500 u.a. for 1977). 
8. The Commission will be responsible for implementing the projects with 
the assistance of a Consultative Committee; for each project a project leader 
and a technical committee representing users will be associated with this 
committee in its work. 
l 
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A draft Council decision setting up this consultative committee on data-
processing projects is annexed to the Commission's Communication. 
0 
0 0 
9. The committee on Agriculture has no objection to these initial proposals 
for priority actions in data-processing. Recognizing that they will help to 
strengthenthe economic structure of the Community and improve the management 
of agricultural markets, and will require the full cooperation of Member 
States, the Committee on Agriculture recommends that the European Parliament 
adopt them. 
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